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INTERVIEWS
Every month we scour the planet to find the best artists. We bring you their stories and we showcase their work. 
In this month’s issue...

SUBMITTING PHOTOS
Images must be high resolution (300) and sized at 100mm by 150mm.  

Email your photos to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk or send them on a disc to 

Gallery, Total Tattoo, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, C010 7WL, UK 

The disc needs to be labelled with the artist & studio name.

Competition Terms and Conditions
All winners will be picked at random (or on merit if applicable) after the closing date. Entries received after the closing date will not be considered.  The editor’s decision is final.
Only one entry per person please, and remember to include your name and address. Winners of convention tickets will be responsible for their own transport and
accommodation unless stated otherwise. Total Tattoo is not responsible for items lost or damaged in transit – though of course we will try to help if we can.
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O
nce again, last month, the media

decided to turn its spotlight on

tattooing – thanks to a certain

shapely rose-covered derrière and a report

about prejudice, tattoos and job opportunities

(that, quite frankly, simply told everybody what they already knew). As I

listened, watched and read my way through the various newsfeeds it

became more and more obvious to me: the biggest difference between

tattooed folk and non-tattooed folk is the fear of regret.

It sometimes appears that people without tattoos cannot think in any

other way.  In fact at times there is almost a smugness; non-tattooed

people seem secure in the knowledge that they somehow know that

tattooed people will one day drop their heads, raise their arms to the

heavens and cry out in pain, “What have I done…?” Now, if you ask

me, this is a mindset that you wouldn’t ever really want to adopt

because it would severely limit you as a human being rather than allow

you to grow. Nevertheless, it is held up again and again as good solid

reasoning – and a place to start all combative discussions on tattoos.

When I got my first tattoo, I had to push through the barrier created

by that way of thinking. It was a good few years before I felt strong

enough to challenge that limiting belief. Getting tattooed was not a

decision I took lightly, but once that first tattoo was executed I found

the commitment to be incredibly empowering. It’s changed my life for

the better in so many ways and, to my knowledge, has never held me

back. 

Sometimes we think too much and do too little. We come up with a

great idea and in the next moment that little voice in our heads (if

you’re wondering what voice, it’s the one you can hear now) talks us

out of it. Actually having my first tattoo silenced that annoying negative

commentary and demonstrated to me that action is the antidote to

fear. 

I would never advocate rushing into anything, least of all a tattoo, but at

the same time if I had a penny for every conversation that started, “I

always wanted a tattoo but…” I’d have enough money for a couple of

Mars Bars and a bag of Space Dust. Sometimes you can just wait too

long, and that little voice gets so loud it becomes deafening. Then you

end up with another type of regret altogether…

Until Next Month

James

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“Of all the words of mice and men 
the saddest are, "It might have been.” 

Kurt Vonnegut
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL

Book Review

Doing: Tattoo Drawings

by Severino Estevez

Published by Mother Fly Press

253 pages

Price: £60

Available from 

Gentlemans Tattoo Flash

gentlemanstattooflash.com

New Total Tattoo T-Shirts!
Finally they are here. Our long-awaited and much-anticipated new t-shirts

have arrived and will be launched at the London International Tattoo

Convention. Designed by Al Pachanka, this is classic tattoo imagery at its

best. Choose black-on-white or white-on-black

depending on your mood, or take advantage of our

special offer and treat yourself to one of each!

We love them, and we hope you will too.

We’re only doing a limited production run, 

so be sure to get them while they’re hot.

Severino Estevez is very much from

the illustrative school of tattooing, and

this first collection of his unique and

beautiful work is a real treat. With 150

pages of shaded linear drawings and

sketches sandwiched between

another 100 pages of full-colour

finished illustrations and photographs

of completed tattoos, it’s packed with

great stuff. His crisp angular designs

and smooth blended colours give a

deep rich feel to the whole volume,

and there’s even a glimpse of some of

his graffiti projects on the endpapers

inside each cover. A great body of

work, filled with intensity, energy and

humour, that cannot fail to impress.

Main Street Tattoo
in Wishaw has a couple of guest

artists coming up in October.

Script specialist Justin Wilson

aka Big Meas and Jim Minor

from Analog will be in the house.

For information or appointments

contact the shop on 01698

355877 or email on

info@mainstreettattoo.co.uk

Creative Vandals in Hull have something special going on,

but you’ve got to be quick. Frank La Natra, Christa Zurich and

Robert Kane from Into The Woods Gallery in Florida are

guesting at the studio on the 5th, 6th, 8th and 9th October. 

To see what these guys can do, and for contact details, go to

intothewoodsgallery.com For appointments, contact the artist

directly with your ideas.
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Book Review

Black Tattoo Art 2: 
Modern Expressions of the Tribal
Published by: Edition Reuss
448 pages
Price: £99

In Volume 2 of Black Tattoo Art, Marisa Kakoulas
once again takes us on a journey through
contemporary blackwork and all it represents in the
modern age. You’ll find page after stunning page 
of tattoos from the finest artists working within this
discipline and, as with all Edition Reuss books, the
quality and production values are second to none.
In fact each tattoo is given a full page to itself, so
you can really appreciate the art without distraction.
Pricewise it’s hefty, weighing in at around £100, 
but – make no mistake – there is no cut-price
substitute for this beautiful and powerful book.

Jak Connolly
clothing brand
launched

The news is ominous. Ominous
Clothing that is. With Jak
Connolly’s dark images driving the
brand, and a strong creative team
working day and night to ensure
its success, this clothing and
accessories line is already taking
the US by storm and is set to hit
the UK in a big way very soon. One
lucky Total Tattoo reader can be
way ahead of the curve and choose
a shirt, phone cover and Ominous
logo lanyard for themselves from
ominousclothing.com
completely for free. To be in with a
chance of winning this Ominous
prize, all you need to do is email
comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with
the subject line DARKNESS, not
forgetting to include your name
and address. 
Closing date 1st November. 
T&Cs apply (see page 5).

Dan Hancock 
will be joining the Modern Body Art crew from

13th to 16th November. 
Check out facebook.com/danhancocktattoos or
instagram: @dancocktattoos

WIN something Ominous
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2 Tone Tattoos, Inverness, are delighted to announce they are expanding and
have two positions to fill. They are seeking an experienced tattoo artist and a
piercer. They are a very busy custom studio and are looking for reliable,
hardworking and personable candidates. Please e mail portfolios and CV's to 
lj-2tonetattoos@hotmail.co.uk No drama queens or rock stars please.

Alternative Art, Northampton, are looking for a determined and dedicated
apprentice to join their already established and talented team. Applicants must
have an impressive portfolio and a brilliant attitude, and must be prepared to
learn. Job description: Reception, dealing with the general public, cleaning, and
above all a willingness to work hard. Sense of humour essential. Common sense
an absolute must. Email tsaiclifton@hotmail.co.uk or phone 01604 472929 /
07812 100442.  Happy Days Always.

P
atrick McFarlane has decided to

set up shop after two and half years on the

road. His new studio is called The Black

Freighter Tattoo Co, and he will be working

there with Fabio Melo. You can find them at

66 Lower Bridge Street, Chester, CH1 1RU.

Book appointments on 01244 637595, and check

out what they are up to at

facebook.com/TheBlackFreighterTattooCo

or instagram: @blackfreightertattoo

Nick and Rachel Baldwin have finally opened their

own studio together. Bold as Brass Tattoo

Company is the sign above the door, and you can

find them in The Basement, Charleston House, 

12 Rumford Place, Liverpool, L3 9DG. Check out

www.boldasbrasstattoo.com We are big fans of

both Nick and Rachel’s work and we wish them

the best of luck with their new joint venture. 

RIP
Marcuse, Smilin’ Demons Tattoo

1966-1913

RIt is with great personal sadness that we bring you the news that 
Marcuse from Smilin' Demons Tattoo (in Germany) passed away 

on September 11th. He was not only a fantastic artist, 
but also a wonderful character and a good friend. 

The times we spent talking were always filled with laughter, 
and the memory of the wicked grin that always seemed to proceed 

his sharp wit will always stay with me. 
We send all our love to the Smilin' Demons family. RIP Marcuse, the tattoo world 

is poorer for your loss. You were unique and you wore great shoes...

James

R

The Sharp Practice in Salisbury will be home

to Swedish artist Daniel 'Munken' Liothe from
14th to 19th October. If you would like to book in
with Daniel, contact the studio on 01722 410148.
To see more of his work go to
facebook.com/daniel.munken/photos
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo
snippets for you to enjoy. If you know of a good Linky that you think our
readers would like, drop us a line to editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as
your subject.

King Star, Thailand – by Estevan Oriol

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvyvgnSh5cE

Nikko Hurtado tattoos a portrait of Paul Booth

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCysY7kSrZU

Secret Walls, Hong Kong: Wang (Tattoo Temple) vs Cath Love

https://vimeo.com/73123553

Tattoo FANTAstic

https://vimeo.com/72482797

Allan Baldwin: Kuia and Kaumatua

https://vimeo.com/68483965

Modern Body Art in Birmingham will be

welcoming Ivana Belakova to the shop from

3rd to 9th October. (We featured Ivana in last
month’s Total Tattoo.) She will be arranging

her own appointments, so contact her on 

toxic-tattoo@hotmail.com or instagram:

@ivanatattooart

Win Tickets from the
Crypt...
The Halloween Tattoo Bash is one of the longest running

conventions in the UK, and this year it’s at Cardiff’s

Millennium Stadium (very posh!) on the weekend of 2nd

and 3rd November. Keep an eye on the artist list as it

promises to be a good one, and get your costume ready

for the infamous fancy dress Halloween Ball. The

organisers have provided us with two pairs of weekend

passes (which include the Halloween Ball) to give away,

so if you’re thinking “this sounds like the show for me”,

email your details to comps@totaltatoo.co.uk with the

subject line SPOOKED and it might be your lucky day.

Hurry – the closing date is 18th October. 

T&Cs apply (see page 5).
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In
October 1993, a Clerkenwell

building formerly occupied by a

watchmaker’s shop opened its

doors as a tattoo and piercing studio called

Into You. Alex Binnie is the impish, mercurial

owner of this vibrant, eclectic and ground-

breaking studio, and over the last twenty

years he has built reputations for both

himself and the shop as cornerstones of

British tattooing. 

Many of the artists who have worked at 144

St John St, London EC1, have gone on to

become synonymous with particular styles

and genres of tattooing, and a generation of

tattoo artists have grown up inspired by the

work coming out of Into You. Two decades

on, the shop still occupies an important place

in the now-sprawling tattoo scene in this

country.

Words Matt Lodder • Pictures Into You
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I still remember the first time I walked into 

Into You as an untattooed, scrawny teenager. 

It was towards the end of the 1990s, and I’d

begun to seek out somewhere to get my first

tattoo. Into You, amongst a handful of other

higher-end shops, was the place that everyone

seemed to be recommending. Even then, it was

talked about (at least amongst the uninitiated) in

slightly hushed tones; it was a serious place for

serious tattoo collectors, with a reputation for

being perhaps slightly intimidating to newbies

and outsiders. With butterflies in my stomach, 

I pushed open the heavy door and immediately

felt an air of intimacy and even danger. ‘Aura’ 

is perhaps the wrong word, but it does conjure

up what I mean: the shop had a particular mood

that set it apart from almost every other studio 

in the city, at least at that time. Unable even to

squeak a greeting to the heavily tattooed woman

behind the counter, I quickly turned on my heels

and left, thrilled but slightly terrified. I realise

now, a decade and half later, that all tattoo shops

have some of that air about them; they’re all

places of magic and power, 

with that very specific blend of

buzzing sounds and disinfectant

smells – but even though I’m

older and wiser now (and much

more heavily tattooed!) I still

stand by that original gut feeling:

Into You is different somehow.
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Alex opened the shop after returning from a
serious stint tattooing on the West Coast of
America. In the mid-1980s, Ed Hardy’s seminalTattootime #1 had arrived in independent
bookshops like Camden’s infamous and now
long-gone Compendium, revealing to UK tattoo
fans some of the wild, experimental and
downright weird work being carried out by
artists such as Ed, Cliff Raven, Bob Roberts and
Leo Zulueta: heavy blackwork, post-modern
mashups of non-Western tribal work,
psychedelically-coloured Japanese designs and
graphic twists on traditional Western
iconographies. Alex, born in 1959, had been
obsessed with tattoos since childhood, and
though he had acquired some small pieces at the

end of the 1970s – his first
tattoo was done at the Great
Gear Market on the King’s
Road – he found himself
becoming less and less
interested in the type of work
he saw being done in the UK
at the time. “I just realised it
was going to get better”, he
tells me. After a period of
time at college in Cardiff
(“getting dirty and naked”
making performance art), 
he returned to London with
a vague but increasingly
passionate interest in the
possibilities of tattooing as

an art-making process. Ed Hardy’s
Tattootime #1 provided him with more than a
little inspiration. He became involved with the
Post-Punk and Industrial scenes that were
blossoming in the London squats, began hanging
around with Genesis P-Orridge and getting
tattooed by Alan “Mr Sebastian” Oversby, and
soon realised he could turn his own hand to
tattooing.

d
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by duncan

duncan working
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Alex’s early work was inspired by the

‘tribal’ tattoos he’d seen in anthropological

books and by the stark, majick-and-occult

visual culture of bands such as Psychic TV.

He started tattooing friends and

acquaintances out of a squat just off Russell

Square and quickly gained a customer base

through advertisements in Genesis 

P-Orridge’s newsletter. He began to make

inroads into the tattoo scene, attending the

early London convention at the

Hammersmith Palais in 1987 and making

sure to meet and learn from people like 

Lal Hardy and George Bone, but it was clear that this

upstart art school kid wasn’t entirely welcomed with

open arms by the old guard. He remembers with

some amusement what ‘Painless’ Jeff Baker wrote in

Tattoo Buzz (the pros-only publication of the British

tattoo industry at the time): “We don’t need Alex

Binnie and his like in this trade.”

In 1989, Alex attended the last Amsterdam

Convention held by Hanky Panky at the Paradiso and

met a host of American tattooers whose work he’d

long admired, including Ed Hardy, Freddy Corbin and

Chuck Eldridge. He also met the woman he would

later marry: Elayne Angel. Piercer at the fabled

Gauntlet in LA, inventor of the tongue piercing, and

owner of a large pair of wings done by Bob Roberts

(one of the most iconic tattoos of the 1990s, and the

first ever to receive trademark protection in the US), 

it was Elayne who would give Alex his first tattoo job,

at Gauntlet. Alex had flown to America to be tattooed

by Leo Zulueta, perhaps the most important early

influence on his work after Mr Sebastian, and he

immediately fell in love with Elayne, marrying her 

after what he fondly terms a “passionate love affair”.

tas

duncan

jason
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Looking back through the lens of history, it seems to me thatGauntlet was where the seeds of Into You were sown. Gauntlet wasa visionary studio with a brave and exciting clientele; it broughtbody piercing out from the gay subcultures of Southern Californiaand onto the high street, and made the scene visible. Alex wastattooing people such as performance artist Ron Athey, who werebolder and more experimental than his clients in London had everbeen. Almost immediately he found himself producing large, full-body blackwork, tattooing throats and hands, and pushing his ownboundaries and those of his customers into thrilling new territories.By the time he arrived back in London in 1993, after brief stintsworking in Seattle and San Francisco too (including a short stay at EdHardy’s Tattoo City), he knew he wanted to recreate some of thatsame culture here at home – an American-style shop with multipleartists working under one roof (then a rarity in the UK, with mosttattooers still working alone in small, cramped spaces). Moreover, hewanted a studio that would be open to the public like an Americanstreet shop, but producing only custom work. From day one, Into Youhas never had flash on its walls; instead, it uses its spacious entranceroom as an art gallery.

tas

tas

jason

alex



The wheels of tattooing were turning,

and Alex wanted to be ahead of the

coming explosion. With his old friend

and business partner (for the shop’s

first year) Teena Marie, together with

perennial shop manager Blue, Into

You quickly became a success. In

fact Alex took on another tattoo

artist, his old friend Curly, only a

couple of months after opening. Into

You was the first full-custom shop in

London (Bugs’ Evil from The Needle

in Camden was established around

the same time, but initially only as a

small addition to a clothes shop) and

it soon became a destination; the

kind of shop people would (and still

do) travel to in order to get work

from specific artists. It was, says

Alex, “pretty crazy at times”, with

legendary periods of drug-taking

that often threatened to cause rifts

between the members of the close-

knit team. Like Gauntlet, Into You

was gay-friendly and instrumental in

moving particular tattoo aesthetics

and body piercing trends from the

gay scene into the mainstream; it

was one of the first piercing studios

in London to open itself to a general

client base, and Alex remembers car

loads of teenage girls arriving in the

early days to get their navels

pierced by Teena.

From the moment Alex took on Curly,
another tattoo artist known for large,
heavy, striking tribal pieces, the shop
developed a reputation for blackwork.
Over the years, a host of luminaries
from this genre have worked there –
including Xed Le Head, Thomas
Hooper, Steve Herring and, currently,
the ever-innovative Tomas Tomas –
but Alex swears this was never a
deliberate decision on his part. More
than style, he insists, he’s interested in
attitude – the direction of travel – and
though he has often in the past
employed artists early in their careers,
he describes his relationship with
those who have worked with him as
one of mentoring rather than teaching.
Did Alex consciously hire artists –
Duncan X, Ian Flower and Jason Saga,
for example – whose work he knew
would have a global impact on tattoo
culture? Or was it the base the shop
provided that gave these artists the
visibility to make them so influential?
The answer, I suspect, is a little of
both. It cannot be a coincidence that
so many of the artists who have
worked, even briefly, at Into You have
gone on to cement their reputations as
greats. Alex has intuitively nurtured
talented tattooists – artists who were
more than likely to have become
important anyway, but who
nevertheless benefitted from the
atmosphere and ethos that were
peculiar to Into You, especially in its
early days. Even after they left Into
You, whether on good terms or bad,
the artists who have worked there
seem to retain much of its influence,
and it’s clear that “influential” is as apt
an adjective as any to describe the
empire Alex built.

20 Total Tattoo Magazine
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“I’m not a technician, I’m an ideas man”,

Alex says. Through his shop, Alex has

indulged his individual passion for tattooing

and has been able to communicate his ideas

into wider culture. Now producing

woodcuts, prints and papercuts alongside his

tattoo work, and still the figurehead of two

busy and successful shops (a second

‘branch’ of Into You operates in Brighton),

his creativity, and that of his large team, still

resonates. In a world ever more saturated

with ink, Into You retains the vibrancy, the

innovation and the pure love of tattooing it

had all those years ago when it first opened.

Fundamentally, Into You, like all tattoo

shops, is a threshold over which interesting

people walk. “Tattooing is a powerful

medium of expression”, Alex says, “and no

matter how mainstream it seems to have

gotten, it’s still got that essential power that

it always had. That hasn’t gone away.”

www.into-you.co.uk

Artists who have worked at Into You:

Alex Binnie

Curly

Miles Better

Neil Ahern

Duncan X

Steve Herring

Xed le Head

Zoe

Dan Gold

Ian Flower

Mo Coppoletta

Jason Saga

Matt Cunnington
Thomas Hooper
Tomas Tomas

Lucy Prior

Nikole Lowe
Tas Danazoglou

James Lovegrove
Calypso Saga

Chris Higgins
Maxime Buchi
Gareth Sones

(Woody) 

Matty D'Arienzo
Steve Vinall

jason

alex
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The venue was different too, and it was 

a marked improvement on last year.

Located right next to the entrance of

Gleisdreieck U-Bahn station in Berlin’s

central Kreuzberg district, it was called –

yup, you’ve guessed it – The Station. In

fact you could see the train platforms right

above the venue, but incredibly the noise

resulting from this juxtaposition was

minimal. There was a lovely outdoor

courtyard space and a versatile interior

that was divided into three large halls,

accommodating tattoo artists, exhibitions, 

merchandise stalls and a huge stage.

The show took place over three days at

the beginning of August when the weather

was blisteringly hot. Temperatures soared

way into the thirties, so predictably there

was a lot of beer drinking and not a lot of

clothes being worn. At the entrance to 

the convention, the organisers had

thoughtfully set up a sprinkler system so

that anyone feeling overheated could get

soaked to the skin under an instant cold

shower. Never have I felt keener to get

drenched in a public place... but alas my

tattoo reporting duties were more

pressing!

The three halls were used to the full, and

nowhere was there any sense of the

layout being cramped or overcrowded –

which, given the heat, was just as well. As

you came into the building, part of the first

hall was given over to an art exhibition

curated by the Teutloff Museum, offering a

preview of their forthcoming show, ‘Tattoo:

The Face of Freedom’, due to open a

week after the convention. This exhibition

included sculptures, large photographic

prints (many of them by the much-loved

Herbert Hoffmann) and various other

tattoo-related artworks.

In the convention itself, there was a huge

range of high quality work, with artists

from around the world presenting their

craft, which in some cases was utterly

breathtaking. For the competitions, there

were many categories to choose from

and, as ever, the folks who organise this

convention were rather generous in the

awards they offered. There was a first,

second and third prize in every category,

which meant a lot of people went home

very happy.

In moving to a Summer date, the

organisers have managed to breathe fresh

air and new life into a long-established

show. The move also had the effect of

attracting a whole new crowd. I spoke to

quite a few visitors who had decided to

combine the convention into their

European trip. They were delighted to

have had the chance to attend – and in a

couple of cases, to win prizes too!

berlin
tattoo convention

W
hat a difference a season makes! After twenty two

years of tattoo Winter wonderland, the organisers

of the fantastically successful Berlin Convention

decided to hold their twenty third show in the Summer. Much

as I love Berlin in the frost and the snow, I have to say this

shift was certainly a change for the better, with the added

bonus of plenty of exposed tattooed skin on view in the

sweltering city heat.

1. by alex mansuy (germany)

2. by samu, wanted tattoo (spain)

2.

1.

Words & Photos by Doralba Picerno
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3. 4.

5. 6.

3. by tofi, ink-ognito (poland)

4. by michele agostini, 

tribal tattoo (italy)

5 & 6. by julian, 

corpsepainter (germany)

7. kosa, speak in color (poland)

8. by meng xiangwei, 

great tang tattoo (china)

9. by alex mansuy (germany)

10. by miss nico, 

all style tattoo (germany)

11. by michele agostini, 

tribal tattoo (italy)
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7. 8.

9.

10. 11.
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12. 13.

14.

15. 16.

12. by mark, stechwerk tattoo (germany)

13. by axli, body gallery (slovakia) 

14. by pioneer (russia)

15. by mircea, fearless tattoo (holland)

16. by leonidas skiadas, 

lonis tattoo (greece)

17. leszek jasina, tattoo gonzo (poland)

18. by lonis tattoo (greece)

19. by calle, king carlos (sweden)

20 & 21. by anastasia, 

bunker tattoo (russia)



17. 18.

19. 20.

21.
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25.

26.

22. by cristian, sacrum cor (italy)

23. by anabi, anabi tattoo (poland)

24. by eugen pioner, raindogs tattoo (germany)

25. by cristian radu (germany)

26. by colin dale, skin and bone (denmark)
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 

This month Charlotte Ross, Aurora Tattoo. If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to :

Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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Bam is taking the tattoo
world by storm with his

bold, colourful work. 
He’s the latest discovery
to emerge from top class

studio Kult Tattoo in
Krakow, Poland.  

Text and Interview: Travellin’ Mick 

Photos: Bam, Lukasz Jaszak, Pawel Biegun

Some people call you Bam, and others call you
BamBam. Your real real name is Lukasz Kaczmarek.
What should we call you?
Oh – you choose. It depends how many syllables you prefer!
There’s no special story behind the nicknames. They just stuck
somehow.

You speak such good English...
Thanks. It goes back to the days when I did English language
studies at university. I was on my way to becoming a teacher. And
I’ve got an American accent because of all the TV and movies that I
watch!
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You’ve worked as a journalist for
Polish magazine Tattoo Fest, you do
some modelling, you design
clothes, you know a thing or two
about computers... and you’re a
tattooist too. 
I’ve always enjoyed doing different stuff.
When something is fun, it’s quick to learn.
Actually, being a full-time body piercer was
the way I got myself into this business in the
first place. Modelling was never a big thing
for me; I’m just a heavily tattooed guy who
gets his picture taken! The job with Tattoo
Fest came about because I was helping them
out with some translation work and one day
they asked me if I’d like to join the crew.
Working on the magazine gave me the
opportunity, and also the desire, to keep
abreast of what was happening in the tattoo
world. But the moment I started tattooing full
time I gave up everything else because I
knew I was getting myself into something
that would require my full attention.
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Kult Tattoo seems to be a bit of a
pressure cooker for outstanding
tattoo artists. Working at such a
well known studio, with tattooists
such as Daveee and Edek, do you
feel a weight of responsibility on
your shoulders?
Kult Tattoo feels like home to me. Radek, our
boss, is the mastermind of both the tattoo
shop and Tattoo Fest magazine. I’ve been
hanging around here for seven years now
and I’ve learned so much just by watching
all the guys and asking them questions.
Having such solid role models – people who
are so passionate about their tattooing – is
what’s made me who I am today. It’s thanks
to guys like Daveee that I understand how
much you have to give in order to be
succesful, and also how much you can get
out of it, and what a beautiful thing tattooing
is. It’s so inspiring. I don’t feel any extra
responsibility just because I work in a
famous shop, but I do feel a personal
responsibility to my clients. I want them to be
happy with what I put on their bodies.

It seems like you skipped the usual
early stages of development and
jumped right into your own style... 
I don’t feel like I skipped anything! It’s been
more than six years since I first started
messing around with tattooing. But, yes, my
first tattoos were already based on stuff that I
drew myself. I was drawing literally every
night before I went to bed. Friends wanted to
get free tattoos, you know what it’s like. Then
I got a bit more familiar with the technical
aspects, and people encouraged me to start
considering it as a serious career. That
wasn’t an easy decision at all, but when I
did finally start tattooing full-time, I was
shocked at how quickly it dragged me in. I
fell head-over-heels in love with it. The rest
was just a matter of time: working hard,
developing my style, making my own
mistakes and learning from them.



Who are your main artistic
influences?
Actually I try to stay away from other artists’
work so as not to get influenced too much,
but it’s unavoidable, especially if you’re into
the rough, scratchy, graphic stuff. Of course
I already knew of artists such as Derek Hess,
and I was familiar with the work of Jef from
Boucherie Moderne, Lionel Fahy, Noon and
Buena Vista. Thinking about other influences,
I do remember going to a Turner exhibition
that blew me away. After seeing those
paintings, I moved further away from refined
vector-like lines and precise filling-in with
colour, and more towards watercolour art. It
was inspiring because it gave me the
realisation that you can go graphic, but still
make your work different from everybody
else’s. 

I guess working in colour is your
preference? 
Looking at my tattoo portfolio, or indeed my
own body, you could certainly be forgiven
for thinking I’m crazy about colours – but as
a matter of fact, I’m mostly concerned with
lines, blacks, getting the best contrast and
ensuring a good fit to the anatomy. Making
the right choice of colours and achieving a
nice saturation is very important, but I prefer
limiting myself to one or two basic primary
colours and using lots of black and grey
tones to keep it bold and simple. 
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I believe you were one of the first
young guys in Poland to get heavy
coverage on your neck and hands.
Did your parents have anything to
say about that? 
[Laughs] I dunno, was I one of the first? It’s
true, I got pretty heavily covered between the
ages of 22 and 25. Only my back was left
empty! There was a time when it was a bit
unusual even for somebody working in the
tattoo industry to have so much bold and
visible ink, but you can see far more extreme
stuff in Poland now. As for my parents,
they’ve always been really supportive. When
I called my mom the day I was getting my
throat tattooed, all she said was “Ooh, it’s
going to be painful!” Mamo, Tato, kocham
was! [Mom, Dad, I love you!]

How would you describe tattooing
in Poland, and in Krakow in
particular?  
Tattooing in Poland is a very young
phenomenon. It really only began in the
1990s. You can feel this in the way heavily
tattooed people get stared at. We’re still a
rare species. However, starting late has its
advantages; the moment a tattoo scene
started to form in Poland, it was all about
the art – not the business. And the artistic
level some tattooists have reached is crazy
good! Here in Krakow there are a dozen or
so shops, most of them unremarkable, with
only a few exceptional artists: Daveee, Edek,
Victor Portugal... The city is really nice
though. Old walls filled with young people,
creating a bold energy. 

What do tattoo conventions mean
to you? 
Conventions are a big boost of energy, that’s
for sure. But sometimes the place where
they’re held lacks decent lighting, space or
proper studio equipment, or it’s too hot or
too cold, making the whole thing a bit of an
adventure. I haven’t been doing many
conventions lately. Maybe it’s because I’m
getting too grumpy.  Or lazy... [Laughs]
Actually I’d like to settle down a bit more
now, focusing on my everyday clients, and
life in general.

Do you have any hobbies outside
of tattooing?
I really enjoy doing different stuff with my
free time. I love reading books, and I've also
developed a bit of a thing for vintage
wristwatches...

www.kulttattoo.pl
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tattoo royale
tattoo convention

I
t’s been a while since we’ve had a big show in the heart of the
West Country, and strangely enough the last one was at the very
same venue. Mantra was its name, and it’s remembered with great

affection. Eight years have passed since the final machine fell
silent at the end of that legendary convention... but at Cheltenham
Racecourse in the County of Gloucestershire in the Year of Our
Lord 2013, the troops were mustered once more and Tattoo Royale
took place!

As a West Country boy myself, I must say it felt great to have so many artists of such a
high calibre visiting the region. For its first outing, this show boasted a truly impressive
roster, and artists had come from all over the country. There were many established
names, like Jason Butcher, Billy Hay, John Anderton, Lianne Moule, Lee Hadfield, Helen
Brown, Jo Harrison and Jak Connolly, to name but a few, and there were new faces too.
It was good to meet Mike Stockings and Josh Peacock (from Legacy Ink) in person –
after seeing the photos of their excellent work that they’ve been sending to Total Tattoo
recently. Another artist on my radar, who I hadn’t yet met, was Matthew James from The
Black Lodge just down the road in Bristol. He is producing some astounding black and
grey work. And I enjoyed meeting up with Charlotte Ross, who has recently joined the
talented Emma Kierzek at Aurora (also in attendance), and whose work we feature in this
month’s Private View.

The fact is, noteworthy new artists seem to be popping up at every convention at the
moment; and the talented people who are choosing tattooing as their main creative outlet
are making this an exciting epoch in the art’s history. But I digress. Back to the show...

The artists themselves were mostly housed in one large hall (an arrangement that
always works well), with a few more upstairs peppered along on the balcony. The main
bar was also up here, with the burlesque show and bands to one side of it, and another
area accommodating the traders and supplies companies. There was an abundance of
clothing, jewellery, cakes and stuffed animals (I’m talking taxidermy not teddy bears
here) to keep every shopaholic happy. Outside, if you fancied a bit of fresh air, there was
a rather fantastic selection of real ales, a nice chill-out area, and a top quality snack
wagon. Stroll just a little further, and there was a tattoo convention first (for me at least):
a shooting range! 

Smack bang in the middle of the Summer holidays, August 10th and 11th were brave
dates indeed for a tattoo convention. With so much going on at this time of year, were
there ever going to be enough people to go around? Cheltenham Racecourse is a venue
with plenty of room – too much room perhaps. Only the organisers themselves know the
numbers through the door, but for this very big space to have looked full, and for the
show to have felt less spread out, you would have needed literally thousands of people
in there.

The offering at this convention was, without a doubt, excellent. Of course there were a
few teething problems – the kind that every new show experiences – and there are a few
tweaks that could be made, but I hope Tattoo Royale is back next year, because it has
the makings of a truly great show. 

1. by phat german, no regrets

2. re-born to be wild!

3. by tony booth, dabs tattoo

4. john anderton, feeling the strain 

5. by phat german, no regrets

1. 2.

3.

4.

5.

Words and Pictures James Sandercock
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6. by mike stockings, legacy ink

7. by alex rattray, tribe 3

8. by lipa, cykada (poland)

9. by guy tinsley, wiseguys tattoo

10. by marcos attwood, broad street

11. present arms!

12. painting by kelvin slack

13. by rich warburton, 

dermal puncture emporium

14. the skull project: 

freehand tattooing from still life

15. cranfield’s curiosity cabinet

16. by jak connolly, ink studios

17. by farrell, accomplice tattoo

18. by meehow, no regrets

19. by jo burgon, kustom kulture

6. 7. 8.

9. 10.
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11. 12. 13.

14. 15.

16. 17.

18.

19.
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19. 20. 21.

22.

23.

24.

25.



19. by matthew james, 

the black lodge

20. by ben hamill, ink studios

21. by ren, nu rose tattoos

22. by gordon patterson, 

inkwell tattoo studio

23. by anthony cole, silver needles

24. by sister sammy, 

empress tattoo

25. by scott mustapic, 

oddfellows tattoo collective

26. by leah moule, spear tattoo

27. by ed staples, den of iniquity

28. weird stuffed stuff

29. by sadee johnston,

picture house tattoo studio

30. by emma kierzek, aurora tattoo

31. by paul talbot, deus ex machina

26.

28.

29. 30. 31.

27.
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32. by mathew james, the black lodge

33. by gordon patterson, inkwell

34. by david corden, ritual art

35. by josh peacock, legacy ink

36. by mark poole, dermal puncture emporium

32.

34.

35. 36.

33.
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GALLERY
PLUS

Showcasing

theworld's

besttattoos



little swastika (germany)

miss arianna, skinwear (italy)

daniel hofer, clockwork tattoos (germany)



cecil porter (usa)

carlos torres (usa)

mikael de poissy (france)

victor policheri, vip tattoo (sweden)



hanz, king street tattooo 

(germany)

josh foulds, never say die

marco galdo, trafficanti d’arte (italy)

jo harrison, modern body art



charles huurman, body electric
tattoo

rodrigo souto, black garden

neil dransfield, oddfellows tattoo collective

luke, totoototam (poland)



darcy nutt, chalice tattoo (usa)

jose lopez, lowrider tattoo

(usa)

darcy nutt, chalice tattoo (usa)

darcy nutt, chalice tattoo (usa)

alex binnie, into you



paco dietz graven image tattoo (usa)

mike de vries (usa)

tony hu, chronic ink (canada)

matt (oddboy) barret, real art tattoo



augustine nezumi, gimme love tattoo (singapore)

dmitry samohin (ukraine)

nick morte (norway)

clod the ripper (italy)



kanae, nine tails tattoo chaim machlev, toe loop tattoo (germany)

dimitri hk (france)



victor policheri, vip tattoo (sweden)

fade fx, fade fx tattoo

dominik insect borkowski

(poland)

adam sage, into you



chris jones, physical graffiti jack riberio, by jack (luxembourg)

mark bester, marked for life edward staples, den of iniquity

xoil



You have “book worm” tattooed on your

knuckles... 

Yes, reading is my favourite thing in the world. I’d much

rather be reading than doing almost anything else. 

My e-reader is probably the one thing I would save if my

house was on fire. I was against them for such a long time

because I love books – the artwork on the cover, turning

the pages, having a big bookcase, visiting bookshops – but

my mother and brother bought it for me last year and I

absolutely love it now. It’s great being able to carry hundreds

of books around with you and download them instantly. I’m

a complete convert.

What books do you particularly enjoy?

‘Life Of Pi’ by Yann Martel is probably my favourite book. 

I also love Ben Elton’s books as they’re laugh-out-loud funny.

Lately I’ve been reading nothing but pulp horror. I really

should stop as I find myself thinking zombies are real and

freaking myself out. I’ve read almost every book by a writer

called Brian Keene. I think he’s ace. 

Tell us some more about yourself...

I’m 29 and I live in Dublin with my man, my little boy and

two basset hounds. Apart from reading, my big passions are

cooking and eating, and I’m a vegan (but not one of the

preachy ones!) I’m the singer in all-girl glam rock band

Wizard’s Sleeve, and I’m probably the world’s worst dancer.

I’m a model and a hairstylist, and I own a wig shop.

A wig shop? 

Yes, I’ve been doing hair extensions for over twelve years

and I’ve always loved wigs and how they can completely

change your look. My beauty and hair store sells ‘everything

fake from top to toe’. We have wigs, hair extensions, false

eyelashes, false nails, shapewear (such as padded pants for a

bigger bum), tanning products and cosmetics. It’s called ‘Our

Little Secret’, because guys are usually completely clueless

about how fake a woman’s appearance really is! I also ran a

transvestite makeover service for a while and that was fun.

Tell us about your modelling.

I love it. The best thing about it is that I get to play dress-up.

I’ve been super lucky in working with some amazing

photographers and I’ve been involved in some awesome

projects. I’m very grateful for all the opportunities I’ve had

over the years. But the worst thing is people think you make

loads of money. The hourly rate for shooting is OK, but then

there’s all the time spent planning the shoots, organising the

wardrobe, and travelling... and all the e-mails and phone calls

back and forth. Also, I usually do my own hair and make-up

so I’m ready to shoot as soon as I turn up. None of this is

factored in, so I probably make less than minimum wage.

What got you interested in tattoos?

For a lot of people it’s a gradual thing – they get one tattoo,

then two, then become addicted and end up with loads –

but not me. I’ve always known I wanted to be completely

covered, even before I got my first one. Even as a very small

kid, I wanted tattoos. I suppose I was influenced by the rock

stars and musicians I listened to. Also, when I was a teenager

most of my friends were much older than me and quite a

few of them were tattooists and body piercers.

What was your first tattoo?

I got my first tattoo when I was 18. It was a slutty little fairy

on my lower back and it didn’t have a lot of meaning or

represent anything. I just chose it from the flash in the shop.

It was awful, so I’ve had it covered with a big rat.

Do you have one tattoo that is more important

than the others?

My favourite is the Kitsune on my leg by Jack Mosher. It’s

years old but it still looks like new. I want him to finish my

whole left leg eventually.

Do you worry about what other people think of

your tattoos – or how you will feel about them

in the future?

Nope, not at all. I love my tattoos and I’m proud of them.

But people do judge books by their covers. It’s not right, but

it’s human nature. I once had a lady in a supermarket tell me

my tattoos were “disgusting and disgraceful”. I just laughed

at that one. I’d never dream of telling a stranger I didn’t like

their hair or clothing. It’s just bad manners. And yes, I get the

usual “What are you going to do when you’re old?”

question. I’ll look fabulous, of course! Tattoos are so popular

now, anyway, that in the future the granny in the nursing

home without the wrinkly tattoos will be the odd one out.

It’s so interesting to look back at old tattoo magazines and

compare the tattoos of ten years ago to those being done

today… It’s mind boggling. I can’t believe some of the work I

see now. Sometimes I see tattoos at conventions that make

me want to have half of mine lasered off and start again!

Any tattoo words of wisdom for our readers?

You get what you pay for: good tattoos aren’t cheap and

cheap tattoos aren’t good. Make sure you take time to

research your artist and look at their previous work. If you

get a cheap tattoo now, you’ll probably have to pay twice as

much in the future having it fixed.

And finally, if your life was a book how would

you want it to end?

With zombies and explosions because “she died peacefully

in her sleep after living a very long and happy life” isn’t quite

as interesting.

www.facebook.com/modelmelissahayward

Interview: Tina Korhonen

Photography: Tina Korhonen (www.tina-k.co.uk)

Location: Murder Mile Studio. Thank you!
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H
is melancholic style is

evocative of a more

romantic era and

adventurous times gone by, but

there’s nothing very romantic

about the way Pietro Sedda

came to be a tattooist. He got

into it simply because he needed a job; friends

encouraged him and helped him with the

money to buy his first equipment. That was

fifteen years ago. Since then, drawing

inspiration from all kinds of sources and with

a manifesto all of his own, he has developed a

unique artistic style. We met in his split-level

studio in Milan, which is also an art gallery,

record shop and bookshop.

How did you start tattooing?

I needed a job – and because I had good drawing skills, I picked this one.

That’s the truth! I had never previously thought about being a tattoo

artist. Actually, I really wanted to be a fashion designer.

So much seems to feed into your work. Can you identify any

particular artistic influences?

I could give you an endless list of references: modernist painters, graphic

design, Dutch painters of the 1600s, video art, fashion design, botanical

engravings of the 1800s… A few names? Max Ernst, Issey Miyake,

Giorgio De Chirico, Ulisse Aldrovandi… Also, I studied stage design at

the Brera Academy of Fine Arts in Milan. I believe it’s really important to

understand proportion, depth and the theory of shadows, and to have a

good knowledge of different artistic media. After all, a bad drawing will

carry over into an even worse tattoo. I started out as a painter, so it’s

natural for me to use colour, to make it dirty and feel the textures, and I

do the same with tattoos. So many of today’s young artists have great

technique but don’t know how to hold a pencil and haven’t got a clue

about painting – and I feel that’s strange.

Words Marco Annunziata • Pictures Marco Annunziata and Pietro Sedda
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How would you define your style?

I can’t define it. Melancholic? I don’t like to

talk about definitions that much. I just like to

draw and see where I can get. Some people

consider me a bit raw – or even rough – in the

way I work, because I don’t like to talk about

my style or what is influencing me, but I prefer

to let the tattoo come to life on its own without

too many style constraints.

What’s the weirdest tattoo anyone has

asked you for?

I don’t analyse my customers’ requests or ask

for explanations. I guess all of my tattoos are

weird enough, aren’t they?

Are there any tattoos that you would refuse

to do?

No. Usually my clients bring me an idea, and

then they place their trust in me. They rely on

me. I have a special relationship with my

clients; we don’t speak very much, but I can

still feel all their emotions through their pain

and through the vibrations of their bodies.

I’m guessing music is also important to

you?

I love electronic music and new wave – Pole,

Goldfrapp, Saffronkeira, Cocteau Twins, some

Radiohead, and many others. There is always

music playing here. My partner, Pietro Solo,

wanted to open a shop selling non-mainstream

books and vinyl records, something that we

didn’t have in Milan, so we decided to use our

basement. Clients can discover music and play

what they like! The store is called SOLO. We

also have an art gallery here, for temporary

exhibitions. I love working in a creative space

that continually influences, and is influenced

by, the people passing through it.
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What do you do when you are not at your studio?

I go to Japan and I spend all my money. I love shopping. Can’t wait to

get back there next month! Aside from my passion for Japan, I

consider travelling to be something that is essential for my job. It

recharges me with fresh creative energy. I’ve never stopped travelling

– it gives me a different perspective, teaches me new things.

Do you go to conventions?

I am very selective with conventions, because I tend to stay away

from crowded places. But it’s always fun to go to events where I can

meet up with old friends.
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How do you feel about the current state of tattooing?

Compared to how it was only a few years ago, tattoo culture

has improved enormously. A lot more people ‘get’ the

difference between good and bad tattoos. But, as in other

creative fields, there are too many self-taught and untrained

artists.

Can you tell us something about your recent book? It’s

marvellous.

It’s called ‘Santi, Marinai e Balene… e Disastri’ [‘Saints,

Sailors and Whales… and Disasters’] and it’s a collection of

tattoo photos, illustrations and paintings related to my journey

into the world of tattooing. It’s published by Logos

(www.logosedizioni.it) if anyone wants to check it out.

And where can we find you?

[Laughs] If I’m not in Japan, come visit the shop! It’s called

The Saint Mariner (www.thesaintmariner.com) and it’s only

ten minutes from Milan Central Station. I usually work alone,

because I can’t cope with too many personalities around the

place, but very soon I will be working with Marcin too, an

amazing artist from Poland who is moving to Milan for a

while. I’ll also be in London and Rome at the conventions.
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cardiff
tattoo and toy convention

1. by jak connolly, ink studios

2. by cecil porter (usa)

3. by dan stone, electric buddha

4. by john anderton, nemesis tattoo

5. by tofi, ink-ognito (poland)

6. by pixie, triple six studios

O
kay, let's get one thing straight. I have a confession to make. I have

never seen a Star Wars film. I know, I know – I can hear the cries of

"heretic" from here. And the fact that I am a Star Wars virgin

probably didn't go down too well with the organiser of the first ever

Cardiff Tattoo & Toy Convention, Chris Jones of Physical Graffiti. Chris is a

self-confessed Star Wars fanatic and he often gets to tattoo the characters

on other adoring fans of the George Lucas epics. He knows he is not alone in

his obsession, so he had the brilliant idea of merging his two passions –

tattoos and film/comic book heroes – into one awesome event.

Text: Neil Dalleywater • Photos: Neil Dalleywater & Utter Mich

Chris and co-conspirator Steve found the ideal
venue in the Mercure Holland House Hotel,
which boasts stunning rooms with panoramic
city views. The show was spread over three
floors, with artists and traders mingling
together to create a nice mix of tattoos and
toys on each floor. 

Many of the tattooists at the convention were
themselves avid collectors of movie
memorabilia and comic book character
models, so they were ecstatic about the
possibilities of acquiring something new during
the weekend. Indeed, only a few hours into the
show, many had already spent a small fortune
on plastic goodies and some I spoke to said
they would have to do an extra tattoo, or two,
to fund their purchases. Others’ wives and
girlfriends were hurriedly hiding credit cards...
Speaking to the toy traders, they said that even
if nobody came through the doors for the rest
of the weekend (which of course people did in
their hundreds) they had already made a good
profit from the tattooists before the doors had
even opened!

Chris provided a real visual delight in the form
of lots of cult film characters wandering
around the show, happy to pose for
photographs and chat to the crowds.
Throughout the weekend it became quite
normal to find yourself bumping into a
Stormtrooper, an Imperial Guard or
Chewbacca. Every now and then K-9 would
trundle past, or I would turn around only to
discover that I was being followed by C-3PO
and, moving aside to let him through, I would
inadvertently step into the path of a full-sized
Dalek. And it’s not every day you get to share a
lift with the dark lord, Darth Vader himself. I
have to say it was all rather surreal. I loved
this, and it added an extra dimension to the
whole convention.

Talking of characters, our compere for the
weekend was none other than Captain Jack
Sparrow – and boy was he good. He
entertained the crowd and informed everyone
of the various goings-on at the show. In
between announcements he spent a good deal
of time playing up to the showgoers, drinking
rum (what else would a pirate drink?) and

keeping the car drivers amused while they
were waiting at the traffic lights outside the
venue. The more rum the artists fed him, the
more he sounded like the real McCoy! He
made the show, for me and many others.

Now Chris is a big cheese in the tattoo world,
so he’d amassed a very healthy selection of
tattooists – including a good handful of
overseas artists who couldn't resist the
temptation to (a) work the show, producing
some amazing tattoos in the process, and (b)
get their hands on some movie and comic
book toys. Indeed, many of the artists at the
Cardiff Tattoo & Toy Convention were huge
fans of their subject matter, and that passion
was transferred to the skin. There was even a
team of officially sanctioned Star Wars
tattooists from the USA. These guys really have
been licensed to work as Star Wars tattooists
by George Lucas himself!

Chris asked me to help with the judging and,
such was the calibre of work at this show,
every category was damn hard. On Saturday
the judging panel consisted of Hazel Nicholls,
Chris, and my good self. All the categories
went very smoothly until we got to the Best of
Day award. My god, that was a difficult one.
The sheer quality of work that had been done
on the day meant we really struggled to make
our decision and at one point I thought it was
going to come down to a game of rock, paper,
scissors! But there had to be a winner, and it
was visiting artist and all-round comic book
fiend Cecil Porter from the USA, with one of
his drop-dead gorgeous colour portraits.

Other works of note were a stunning and
angst-ridden black & grey piece by Nipper
Williams of Bridgend Tattoo Studio, and a very
smooth piece by Dan Stone of Electric
Buddha, Ramsgate, whose work has really
reached a new level recently. And of course
the tattoo style of Matt Lapping and Andy
Walker of Creative Vandals, Hull, could not
have been more perfectly suited to the comic
book/cartoon feel of this convention.

By Sunday evening, as the convention drew to
a close, large numbers of the working artists
were packing up their things and getting ready
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7. 8. 9.

10. 11.

12.

7. by michelle maddison, 

nemesis tattoo

8. by jen maw, nemesis tattoo

9. by craig measures, 

golden dragon

10. by andy walker, 

creative vandals

11. terry fuller, full on ink

12. rachel baldwin

13. rachel baldwin, 

bold as brass tattoo co

14. by fil,broad street tattoo

15. by ren, nu rose tattoo

16. paul humphreys

17. by markus lenhard, 

lux altera (germany)

to board a bus. They were off to
their next engagement, in Essen in
Germany, which was... guess what...
yup, a Star Wars convention!

Whether or not you’re the kind of
person who knows the difference
between C-3PO and R2-D2, or Jar
Jar Binks and an Ewok, the first
Cardiff Tattoo and Toy Convention
was a great success and I have a
feeling that this unique gathering
will take place again next year. As
for me, just try to stop me
attending this laid-back event –
although I think I'd better make
time to watch a film or two
beforehand...

May the Force be with you! 



13. 14.

15.

16. 17.
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T
here are many fine exponents of Russian realism, but
Aleksandr Pashkov stands out. With his elegant nature
inspired imagery, lovingly composed and executed with

great finesse in both colour and black-and-grey, this quiet artist
from Tattoo X in Barnaul, Siberia, is a true virtuoso.

Aleksandr, do you come from an artistic family? 

Actually, no, but our neighbour was a surrealist painter. As a young teenager, this made a

huge impression on me. It was a revelation; it opened up another world. And it made me

want to go to art college. I have no idea what would have become of me if it wasn’t for

that neighbour! But, just the same as it is everywhere, there was no way I could make a

living as an artist. I worked in construction for a while... then an acquaintance of mine

who had done some tattooing in Moscow started telling me more about this encounter

between art and living human skin... and it appealed to me. In late 2005 I acquired some

basic equipment and started working on a small scale. My key moment was at the first

tattoo convention in St Petersburg, which was also my first convention, where I won third

prize in the Best Portrait category! I was so completely and utterly shocked when they

called my name.

I can imagine. How did your life change after that, with tattooing and this

unexpected success? 

My life had a new direction! Suddenly I was someone on the scene. I felt accepted into

the tattoo family. My self confidence rose, and I found I had the courage to exchange

knowledge and experiences with other artists. There’s a big difference between looking at

pictures on the internet and actually watching a tattoo being done by a master right in

front of you.

And you learned just by observation? Your own tattoos – your famous stone tribal

backpiece for instance – are mostly by Dmitrij Chikai, the man you always describe

as your mentor... 

I got my first tattoo from a guy in Moscow, and he was the only tattooist I knew for a

while. But then I met Dmitrij in Novosibirsk. He has been tattooing me ever since, and his

technique and style are my absolute goal. In my opinion, this is the best way to do it.

Entrust your body to a master, then watch and learn. My individual technique and

creativity I developed later, on my own. 

Text and Interview: Travellin’ Mick • Photos: Aleksandr Pashkov and Travellin’ Mick   
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But how do you inject individual creativity into such perfect realism?

Of course I take images from books and from the internet, but the creativity lies in

bringing them together, in the composition of an entire sleeve or back. Look at this

Michelangelo sleeve; it’s based on the Creation of Adam from the ceiling of the Sistine

Chapel. A customer wanted the painting on his forearm, but really small. I told him this

would be a silly idea, and we made a sleeve out of it, which I divided into different

sections almost like a comic book. 
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You seem to have a real feeling for

composition and flow, and for connecting

motifs with an unobtrusive background.

Hmm. This simply develops by itself in my

brain. It is a product of my education,

experience and instincts. It is not easily

explained... it seems to come naturally to me.

In fact, I usually dream my designs and

compositions; they arrive literally overnight. I

give myself a task in the evening before I go to

bed, and leave it to the subconscious. When I

wake up in the morning, an image has shaped

in my head, and all I have to do is draw it.

There’s a Russian saying, “The morning is

wiser than the evening”.

At the Berlin Convention last year, you

worked on a sleeve with a skull, grapes,

birds and a chameleon. You incorporated a

very special idea that really took it to

another level. Can you tell us more about

that?

Yes, the original idea of the Israeli client was a

bit conservative, and I wanted to make it more

interesting. I remembered that a chameleon

can change its own colour. So I started the

sleeve near the wrist in black-and-grey, and as

the tattoo progresses towards the upper arm

and shoulder, you see more and more colours

entering the picture. The customer actually

came to Novosibirsk to get tattooed. In Berlin,

we were just finishing the sleeve.
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May I ask how long that piece took you? Russian

realistic artists have a reputation for being hyper-

exact but also rather slow!

That one wasn’t very fast – it took about thirty five

hours. Perfection is essential for me. Everything has to

be one hundred percent. Always. My wife’s robin

sleeve took about half a year, with roughly one

shortish session per week. Sometimes I went back into

sections I thought I had already finished because I’d

picked up some new skill or trick along the way that I

wanted to incorporate. That’s why it took even longer

than usual!

Considering the fine detail in that tattoo, I’d say six

months is not particularly slow (and well worth the

time spent). Perhaps it’s a good thing never to be

happy with your work? 

Yes. I have a client at the moment who won two first

places in St Petersburg four years ago. Now I am

going over his tattoos again, because I am not one

hundred percent happy with them anymore. 



You have started travelling abroad and working in other countries,

notably Germany. What does this experience mean to you?  

I love my home town of Barnaul and I would never swap it for anywhere

else. But I have to admit there are countries where it is far easier to live

than in Russia! And I feel lucky to have found so many friends abroad

now. 

In Russia, do you notice any differences between working in Siberia

and working in Moscow? 

It doesn’t really make any difference to me. I just work... Although, now

you mention it, there is a difference. People in Moscow aren’t as relaxed

as us. In Siberia, the people have more heart and soul. For example, I

could never just cancel an appointment simply because I was tired, and

disappoint someone. I couldn’t do it.  We Siberians can’t help but love

everybody!

Aleksandr Pashkov 

Tattoo X 

www.tattoo-x.ru 

email: tattoo-x@rambler.ru 
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Interview: James Sandercock 

Pictures: Rhys Cooper
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Australian Rhys Cooper is one
of a new generation of poster artists

working within today’s very collectable screen
printing market, and he is quite simply ripping it up.

With a sleeve by the great Trevor McStay (a fellow resident
of Melbourne), Rhys is a big tattoo fan – and we are  big
fans of his art too, so I guess it was only a matter of time
before we sat down for an intercontinental chinwag…

It usually makes sense to begin at the beginning,
so that was the starting point for our conversation. 
I asked Rhys about his early artistic influences. 
“I was one of those kids who drew all the time”,
he tells me. “Growing up in the 1980s, I was
heavily influenced by He-Man and Stars Wars and
a lot of other fantasy art, not to mention the
amazing album covers from bands like Iron
Maiden and Mötorhead. In terms of visual
inspiration, this was a great time for me – and I
also had a lot of encouragement from my parents,
which was important”.

Rhys studied art all the way through high school,
but didn’t really think he could make a career out
of it. “The attitude was: art is fun, but it’s not
something you can earn a living from.” In fact he
was gearing up to work with animals, another of
his loves. “I wasn’t smart enough to be a vet or
anything highly-qualified like that, but I thought
maybe I could find a job in a zoo or in
conservation. However, I absolutely flunked my
biology exam... so they suggested I should focus
on my art instead. And that’s what I did!”

Rhys studied graphic design at university and then,
through a chance encounter, he got his big break
– or “moment of dumb luck” as he calls it. “I was
at a Queens of the Stone Age gig. They were
selling posters, and I had a chat with this guy who
turned out to be John Harris from Beyond the Pale
[fine art poster company]. I said that I would love
to do some art for the band and he said OK, send
me stuff, so I did... and I have been working with
him ever since.”
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Five quick fire questions...

Last film watched?

The World’s End. Loved it, big

fan of those guys and their 

genre-hopping.

Last book read?

Just finishing up the current 

Song of Ice and Fire (Game of

Thrones) books.

What music are you listening to?

Queens of the Stone Age, 

...Like Clockwork

What gets your heart racing?

Tattooed ladies, and the

Richmond Tigers (Australian

Football League) cutting a win

too close.

What makes your blood boil?  

Cruelty to animals.
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Rhys was already a fan of the new school of poster art – Justin
Hampton, Frank Kozik, Coop and others. “I just found that type
of art accessible. I was a big fan of graphic novels, and for me
that style of poster art had the same feel. Finding that I could
directly connect my creative work with the music that I loved was
the key. The music and the lyrics are where I get my inspiration. 
I have been offered work with bands that I’m not really into and
I’ve really struggled with it, to the point where now I won’t take
those jobs.”

“The music inspires the art, but I’ve also started to find that the
art becomes part of the music, in a way. The bands seem to have
a strong connection with it. Talking with them over the years, I’ve
found that many of them see their album artwork as a way of
enhancing what they are trying to do with their music. So there’s
a mutual respect, an exchange. This was something I hadn’t
foreseen when I began doing this, but it’s been fantastic. And
hearing someone like Dave Grohl [of Nirvana, The Foo Fighters
and Them Crooked Vultures] saying he has my artwork on the
wall of his home studio... well that’s more than I could ever have
dreamed of.”

Tattoos have been another of Rhys’s inspirations over the years
and he feels this is reflected in much of the work he does. He tells
me, for example, about a recent poster for a Black Keys show in
Melbourne which he designed with the city’s tattoo culture very
much in mind. I wondered if this was a two-way street. Has any
of his art had ever been transformed into tattoo designs? “Yes it
has. I was doing album artwork for a mate’s band. It had a bit 
of a pirate theme, and when I started working on it I suddenly felt
I wanted to design a tattoo for each song. We ended up with a
really nice booklet of a dozen or so pages of tattoo art. Then we
took a couple of the designs and put them on t-shirts, and that
worked really well too.” 
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It’s no surprise that many of Rhys’s other designs have also
found their way on to skin. “The designs I produced for Them
Crooked Vultures seemed to connect with people on a tattoo
level. I’m not sure why. And some of the Bronx girls I have
drawn, too. To be honest, these days it seems that you can find
every aspect of art and design represented within tattooing. I
find tattoos very inspirational – the use of colour, the different
line values. I’m always buying tattoo magazines to get ideas for
new art. Actually, I did toy with idea of becoming a tattooist
before I went to university...”

Rhys has recently started to work with cult film poster company
Mondo. The first project was the Ninja Turtles, and this will be
followed by Gremlins and Star Wars. “For me it works the same
way as with the music; I have to be into the film, and if the
connection is not there is just feels disingenuous to be working
on it. I’m a big cinema fan, so it’s a natural progression for my
work, but I do still do a lot of gig posters. In the future I’d also
like to do more of my own personal work – rather than
commissions – and get back to doing t-shirts and other clothes.”

An illustrator’s life can be solitary, spending hours at the
drawing board or in front of a computer screen, so I ask Rhys
whether there were any collaborative projects in the pipeline.
“You’re right – the illustration part of my work is very much a
solo process, so collaboration definitely interests me. I have a
lot of artist friends and we often talk about working together on
various things. Recently, for instance, I produced a Pearl Jam
poster with Ken Taylor, a Melbourne artist and very good friend
of mine. There are numerous other artists I would love to work
with – including many tattooists.” 

If you want to keep up with Rhys and his latest work, 
head on over to studioseppuku.bigcartel.com
or for prints check out underthefloorboards.com
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CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. Send your details to 

Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK

or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK CONVENTIONS
October 11-13

Tattoo Jam
Doncaster Racecourse,

DN2 6BB
www.tattoojam.com

October 16

City of Steel Tattoo Convention
Magna Science Adventure Centre

Sheffield Road, Rotherham, S60 1DX
www.cityofsteel.co.uk

November 2-3

Halloween Tattoo Bash
The Millennium Stadium, Cardiff 
www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

November 16-17

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park 

London Road, Clacton-On-Sea, Essex, CO16 9QY
www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

Nov 30-Dec 1

Cariad Ink Tattoo Festival
Venue Cymru, The Promenade, Llandudno, LL30 1BB

Box Office tel 01492 872000
www.facebook.com/CariadInk

December 14-15

2nd Jurassic Coast Tattoo Convention
The Allendale Centre, Wimborne, Dorset. 
www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

2014
Feb 15-16

Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton, East Sussex

www.brightontattoo.com

Mar 1-2

Tattoo Tea Party
EventCity Limited, Phoenix Way, Urmston, Manchester M41 7TB 

www.tattooteaparty.com

April 6

Ink & Iron
The Tower, Reservoir Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B16 9EE

www.inkandiron.co.uk
info@inkandiron.co.uk

April 12-13

7th North Lakes Tattoo Show
Shepherds Inn, Carlisle, Cumbria

Tel 01228 545156
www.northlakestattooshow.co.uk

June 13-16

Inkfest 3
Sand Bay Leisure Resort, Weston Super Mare

www.inkfest.co.uk

June 21-22

Ink for Heroes
The Racecourse, Knavesmire Rd, York, North Yorkshire YO23 1EX.
www.inkforheroes.co.uk
inkforheroes@hotmail.co.uk

OVERSEAS CONVENTIONS
October 18-20

Evian Tattoo Show
Palais des Congrés
Evian-Les-Bains,
France
www.eviantattoo.com

October 18-20

Nepal Inked
Exhibition Hall, Bhrikuti Mandap,
Kathmandu,
Nepal
www.nepalinked.com

November 1-3

The Dublin Tattoo Convention
Red Cow Moran Hotel,
Naas Rd, Dublin, Ireland
www.dublintattooconvention.com

August 30-September 1, 2013

Stockholm Inkbash
Münchenbryggeriet, 
Torkel Knutssonsgatan 2
104 62 Stockholm, Sweden
www.stockholminkbash.com

November 3

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall, Boogschutterslaan 41
Sint Kruis, Brugge, Belgium
www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 8-10

4th Brussels Tattoo Convention
Tour Et Taxis, 
Avenue du Port / Havenlaan 86C,
B1000 Brussels, Belguim
www.brusselstattooconvention.be

November 8-10

Florence Tattoo Convention
Fortezza Da Basso, Firenze, Italy
www.florencetattooconvention.com
Tel: (+39) 328 8250275
info@florencetattooconvention.com

December 7-8

Lady Ink
Eventzentrum Z 2000, 
A-2000 Stockerau (bei Wien), Austria
www.facebook.com/events/483741388346936/
www.facebook.com/LadyInkFemaleTattooArtistsOnly
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To find out who sells Total Tattoo in your area, email your

postcode to vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk

Save money with a subscription! For details, call our free

subscriptions hotline on 0800 917 8794 or visit

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

Tattoo studios! You can sell Total Tattoo on an easy 

sale-or-return basis. To find out more, email

totaltattoo@totaltattoo.co.uk or phone 01787 242100
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MATTHEW JAMES
THE BLACK LODGE

PORTFOLIO
Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK





PIOTR GIE
ROCK ‘N’ ROLL TATTOO
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MEL NOIR
The Right to Bare Arms

W
hen it comes to choosing the right tattooer, there are

ten billion things to think about. Is their shop clean?

Are they reliable with appointments? Have you

looked at their portfolio? And how does it feel to discuss your

tattoo ideas with them? But have you ever considered whether

their own tattoos are important? Does a tattooer have to be

tattooed in order for you to feel OK with them? Or is that

irrelevant as long as they can get the job done? Many people

have debated this over the years, and I find it’s one of those

things that most people are undecided about.

I wouldn’t trust a vegan butcher... so, personally, I don’t think I

would trust a tattooer who didn’t have their own tattoos. Now I

don’t mean that I expect anyone who tattoos me to be absolutely

covered (and I certainly don’t mean to imply that those tattooers

who are extremely visibly tattooed are automatically going to be

great artists). However, I do feel that a tattooer should know how

it feels to be tattooed in order to understand what they’re doing to

me. I want to be tattooed by someone who knows the full extent

of their job – including what it’s like to be on the receiving end!

The fantastic tattooers who have tattooed me have known exactly

how to make me feel more comfortable, or when to tell me

they’re moving on to a particularly painful part of the tattoo. This

would make anyone feel at ease. They don’t know this because I

have to tell them; they know because they’ve been there before.

They can tell when you could do with a couple of minutes break

or when you need a sip of water. Admittedly, this knowledge

doesn’t necessarily have a bearing on their ability to tattoo, but if

you’re comfortable, you’ll sit for a tattoo better, so it’ll be easier

for them to tattoo you – and everyone wins! And I can’t really

see how someone would acquire this knowledge without getting

tattooed themselves.

At the same time, I do know that there are tattooers out there who

do great work who have no visible tattoos of their own. For

example, I’ve never seen a tattoo on Boris, yet his work is

definitely of the highest quality. Robert Hernandez also puts out

great stuff, and I’ve never seen a tattoo on him either. It’s almost

cool, in a way, that these guys don’t feel the need to get loads of

tattoos just to prove a point. Really, an artist’s work should be

able to stand on its own without their personality or character

being taken into account. Many decorators have messy homes,

and there are more than a few hairdressers out there who pay no

attention to their own hair; maybe this is the same kind of thing.

If Boris got a tattoo on his face tomorrow, the work he’s already

done wouldn’t change at all – but somebody’s perception of it

might. Then again, there are plenty of tattooers out there who are

very visibly tattooed and whose work isn’t as good, so why

should it make a difference? We all look at a tattooer’s work

when deciding whether we would like to be tattooed by them; if

we see something special, should we really take into account

whether or not they themselves have tattoos? There are already

so many different factors that go into choosing a tattooer; are we

in danger of over-thinking this particular aspect?

For a lot of people, however, a tattooer’s tattoos aren’t

necessarily a reflection of their work, but of their respect for

tattooing itself. How much can you really love tattooing if you

have never actually been tattooed? How much can you say that

you are able put back into it? It almost gives the impression that

the tattooer just sees the art as a fashion statement; something

they feel they might not want to be associated with in a few

years’ time (even though this is of course a job that pretty much

takes over the tattooer’s life). It just seems a little strange that

some of these guys will happily tattoo chefs with images of

kitchen knives or geeks with Star Wars portraits, yet won’t even

show their own commitment to the art form that gives them their

living.

I can appreciate that for many people it makes no difference

whether a tattooer has tattoos or not. The end result is what really

matters. And if you’re happy with that, then I wouldn’t ever tread

on your toes. However, speaking personally, I don’t think I could

ever be tattooed by someone who doesn’t have their own tattoos.

It’s not a matter of right and wrong; it just comes down to how

comfortable I feel with the person who is marking me for life.

There has to be a level of trust, regardless of a tattooer’s talent,

and I would not feel this trust with a non-tattooed tattooer. I’m

not saying that all tattooers who don’t have their own tattoos are

always terrible, and I’m definitely not saying those who are

covered are automatically great. But, myself, I wouldn’t buy

meat from a vegan butcher, and I wouldn’t go to a bald

hairdresser, so I’d have to see some really outstanding work

before I’m tattooed by someone with bare arms!
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